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Abstract—The SECAS Project (Simple Environment for Context Aware Systems) deals with the adaptation of applications to the context (user preferences and environment, terminal, etc.). We aim to develop a platform which makes the services, data and the user interface of applications adaptable to different context situations. In this domain, researches have concentrated on how to capture context data and how to carry it to the application. Our work focuses on the impact of context on the application core. In this article, we present the architecture of SECAS, based on a definition of the context suitable for application adaptation, an adaptation strategy based on web services and a case study in the medical field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, new challenges have appeared in information systems: users want to receive the needed information at any time and everywhere. These challenges have solicited developers to integrate mobile terminals in their applications creating a new research domain called pervasive (or ubiquitous) computing [7]. Such applications have to adapt to a set of parameters such as the type of the terminal, the connection state, the user environment, which can evolve during the application use. All these parameters characterize a contextual situation.

In different context situations, users may access different data and exploit different aspects of an application. For example, in one context a doctor accesses a health database from her office for screening patients for prevention cares, while in a different context, the same doctor accesses the same database at the patient home for post-treatment analysis. While data are the same, the way they are returned may vary according to the doctor’s situation. Often, in different contexts, users access almost the same data and the same services but receive answers shaped differently, with different presentation and possibly different content details. For example, a doctor examines a patient record at the hospital using a desktop computer connected to the hospital database, or consults the same record stored on a PDA while visiting the patient at home, or receives an audio description of the patient record during a surgical operation.

Applications supporting such diversity, known as context-aware applications, have to perceive the situation of the user in his/her environment and consequently adapt their behavior (including services, data and user interface) to that situation, without explicit demand from the user.

The development of context-aware, adaptable applications require two goals to be assessed: (1) design an architecture supporting context-awareness at run-time, and (2) design the application itself in order to be context-aware. The SECAS project aims to achieve these goals by providing a generic platform to design and deploy context-aware applications. Many existing efforts provide interesting techniques to capture, interpret and model context information but there is no precise and complete solution on how to adapt the application to the captured context. Our work focuses on this point by providing the necessary tools to adapt existing applications to new contextual situations that were not taken in consideration at their design stage. Our goal is to ensure this type of adaptation using minimum engineering effort to not develop new versions of the application to accept new contexts.

The paper is organized as follows: after reviewing the state of the art in context-awareness in Section II, we present our definition of context in Section III. A context-aware architecture based on Web services is proposed in Section IV. Section V focuses on the context-aware adaptation strategy of services, data and user interface of an application. In Section VI we present a case study in the medical field where we give concrete examples of our adaptation approach, and in Section VII we discuss technical details on the SECAS implementation. Section VIII draws the conclusions and the perspectives of our future work.

II. STATE OF THE ART IN CONTEXT-AWARENESS

The first attempt to use context to change the behavior of an application is the Active Badge System, developed at Olivetti Research Ltd in 1992 [27]. Since then, this topic has
received increasing attention and the field is today populated by several models and architectural proposals; standards are emerging for describing the context in a unified way, in order to guarantee device interoperability. Above all, the definition of context has broadened from its first conception. Early works were focused on the relationships between the user location and the information processed [4], [23], [25]; still now many context-dependent applications are location-aware applications: changes in user location, in a discrete or continuous way, make the application to propose different information and different services. Tourism has been one of the most explored domains, with guiding systems and user assistants able to perceive, through different types of sensors, the user movement.

A generalized notion of context, going beyond location (and time), has been proposed by Dey [12] as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or physical or computational object”. Dey has described three main steps that an application has to do in order to be context-aware. First, it must capture the context as a set of low level data from different sensors (e.g., GPS coordinates, time, physical parameters of the environment, etc.) Second, an interpreter of the captured data must build high level contextual information, more meaningful to the application; for example, it can map GPS coordinates to a street address, values of captured noise and light parameter to environment classification (indoor, outdoor, street, office, etc.). Finally, it must carry the interpreted information to the application, which uses it together with other data to offer an adapted computation or service. The Context Toolkit [13] is one of the first context-aware architectures considering these three main steps, as shown in Figure 1: sensors capture low level context signals and present them to the context widgets, which use the interpreter to carry high level context data to the application through a context server.

Context data is also meaningful as a series; for example, user motion can be computed, hence foreseen, by sampling the location to build a history. Different users have different behaviors, and their history can exhibit recurrences that allow a system to anticipate the user expectation. To build a context history, which can involve different facets, a reliable representation of all its aspects must be devised.

There are three basic approaches to context modeling, at different levels of complexity. The simplest approach, used by the Context Toolkit, stores context as an unstructured set of attribute/value pairs, e.g., \{Name="context1", User="x", Location="y", Time="t"\}. A more complex approach, aiming at building a standard representation suitable for processing in a Web based environment, uses RDF. The most consistent example is an extension of the CC/PP profile of W3C [21] called Comprehensive Structured Context Profiles (CSCP), proposed by Held et al. [19]. The third approach goes a step further, modeling the context using ontologies [9]. The most consistent proposal is CoOL [26] that presents a context parameter as a set of entities with properties that represent its characteristics. Table 1 presents a summary of these approaches with the advantages and the drawbacks of each one. The use of ontologies to model context is the best choice if we want to guarantee a high degree of expressiveness and semantic richness. Ontologies can also offer means to avoid conflicts that we can find when identifying context situations [9]. The major drawback of this choice is the complexity of implementation of onto-gies and the heaviness of reasoning on their facts and their entities. A pervasive environment needs high performance analysis and a short response time due to the limitations of the capabilities of devices that we use in such environments. Therefore, we will use an RDF based representation of context that ensures a sufficient de-gree of expressiveness and semantic richness. We will define priority rules to avoid context situations conflicts.

The adaptation of the application to the context can be driven by four approaches [14]:

- **Conceptual frameworks** focus on the architectural aspect of context-aware systems and provide means to facilitate capturing, interpreting and carrying context data to the interested parties. The Context Toolkit [13] and the Cooltown [22] projects are examples of this approach.
- **Service platforms** aim at providing the pertinent services to the user depending on context. This includes dynamic service discovery, dynamic deployment of adaptive services addressing issues of scalability, security and privacy. M3 [20] and Platform for Adaptive Applications [15] are examples of contributions to this approach.
- **Appliance environments** try giving solutions to the heterogeneity problem by providing interoperability techniques and frameworks. Ektara [11] and Universal Information Appliance [17] are projects which use this approach.
- **Computing environments** for pervasive applications focus on designing the physical and logical infrastructure to hold ubiquitous systems. The PIMA [3] and Portolano [16] projects are examples of this approach.

Table 2 presents a synthetic view of these approaches by

---

**Table 1: Existing Context Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Characteristics</th>
<th>Expressiveness &amp; Semantic Richness</th>
<th>Implementation Ease</th>
<th>Conflict Resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute/value pairs</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF based</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontologies</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 1. The context toolkit architecture
Comparing the most relevant issues.

Despite such a rich landscape in context-related research, a complete, comprehensive model is still missing. The lack of a reference model is mainly apparent in the relationships between the application and the context. Defining how the application can adapt to the context is still a question that has no definite answer. We reformulate the question to put the user at the center of the adaptation process: what is the impact of context on the perceivable behavior of the application?

Satyanarayanan has shown the importance of adaptation in pervasive computing in [24]. He said that “adaptation is necessary when there is a significant mismatch between the supply and demand of a resource” which is typical in pervasive computing and context-awareness domains. In fact, the heterogeneity of the user profiles and their environment makes the adaptation of the application a needed goal.

In the following sections we present and discuss a complete adaptation strategy of applications to different contexts.

III. A NEW VISION OF THE CONTEXT

Researches in the context-awareness domain have not yet led to a generic and pragmatic definition of context. The definitions issued so far are very abstract or very specific to a particular domain, making the formalization of the context very difficult. The definition of Dey [12] is widely accepted as a “good” definition, but does not help in separating the contextual data from the application data. In our opinion, the core of the application should be designed in a context-independent way, i.e., by abstracting from the different contexts in which it will be used; in such a way, a designer should be able to identify the data which are inherently associated to the application, and to distinguish them from the data which specify the context, which should be considered in a second step. It should also help in turning a legacy application into a context-aware one, leaving the legacy application unmodified.

To reach this goal, the boundary between application data and context data must be defined clearly; it may depend on the application domain, since some data that are at the application level in one domain can be seen as context in another domain. For example, GPS localization is part of application data in a traffic regulation system, but is part of context data in a telemedicine application. A definition of what is context data is therefore complex: it is not retrieved from permanent storage of the application, and is not provided by equipments or other input sources directly related to the application domain. Context data is a variable input of the application which is provided by means other than the user every time he/she uses the services of the application.

In general, we can define the context as the set of the external parameters that can influence the behavior of the application by defining new views on its data and its available services. These parameters may be dynamic and may change during the execution. Moreover, they must be transparent for the user, since they are not significant as application data.

An instance of these parameters characterizes a context situation which does not modify the application data but may lead to process them in a different way. For example, a contextual situation can be characterized by the following parameters {user = “doctor”, terminal = “PDA”, location = “patient X home”}. The application will be adapted by processing application data according to the doctor’s profile and role (e.g., in terms of access authorization), to the terminal capabilities (e.g., by presenting data in small chunks instead of in large tables), and to the specific location (e.g., accessing locally stored data instances instead of remote, centralized archives).

To formally define a contextual situation, we consider an n-dimensional space, where each dimension represents a context facet. We define five basic facets, but more can be added in specific application domains: network profile, user description/preferences, terminal characteristics, location and environment. A change of a parameter’s value on a dimension defines a new contextual situation. It is worth to note that the five axes are rarely used at the same time in an application, whose architecture delegates to different components or to different services the data processing functions, the authorization checks, the network related issues, the presentation, and so on. In Figure 2, we present two examples of contextual situations $C_1$ and $C_2$ in the 3D space {location, user, terminal}.

$C_1$ presents a situation where the user is a general practitioner situated in his office, using a standard PC, e.g., modifying the treatment of a patient. In context $C_2$, a nurse consults the same medical record at the patient home using a PDA, to apply the prescription of the practitioner. In both contexts users interact with the same service, “patient treatment”. However, the application does not behave in the same way in the two situations, since differences along the context dimensions lead
to changes in the application: the user profile (practitioner and nurse) influences the access rights to data; the location (office and patient’s home) modifies the list of the available services, since some medical devices are not present at the patient’s home; the terminal dimension changes the way data is displayed and the interaction of the user with the application, e.g., decomposing the information returned to the user in small chunks for small screens, displaying all the data on a standard screen, performing text to speech synthesis on a mobile phone, and so on.

To concretely store and exchange context information with the application we use an XML representation based on CSCP [19]. We use the richness and the generality of this model to define an XML element for each dimension (or facet) of the context. All these dimensions are attached to a general context session profile for every user of the SECAS applications. The attributes of each dimension are not limited to (parameter, value) pairs and can be defined by hierarchical structures. Figure 3 shows the general structure of our context model, while Listing 1 shows a concrete example of a context session profile.

IV. THE SECAS ARCHITECTURE

The global architecture of SECAS is illustrated in Figure 4. It is based on four subsystems: the application core, the adaptation layer, the context management system, and the client-side system. A set of components for each subsystem manages the operations needed for sensing and interpreting the context, and adapting consequently the application core and the user interface.

Different technologies can be used to build applications, and no one appears to dominate the current scenarios. The adoption of Web services, however, is widespread and is considered today a viable architecture for evolving applications, mainly due to its “loosely coupling” approach for the integration of application functions [2]. We therefore adopt a Web services paradigm for discussing about context-aware application design.

A. Context management

Context management is highly dependent on the environment, i.e., on the physical context properties and on the sensors which capture and transmit raw data; a general, comprehensive model is therefore difficult to define. We encapsulate such dependences in a generic context provider, which is also responsible for managing the aspects of context related to the user, such as profile and history. Since the captured context may not be meaningful to the application in its raw format, a context interpreter module translates the low level context data to the high level representation (e.g., it maps geographical coordinates to a street address).

Context parameters are represented in XML documents as described in Section III. A context parameter needed in an application can be useless in another one. Thus, this XML structure can be extended by additional subcategories and parameters according to the application domain. In particular, the facet environment can hold extra context information that is not described into the other basic four facets. In general, the context parameters of this facet are at high level and can be interrelated. Many techniques can be used to structure this information (e.g., ontologies) and maintain a coherent set of context data to the application.

A part of the context is dynamic and volatile, and is consumed as it is acquired (e.g., location and time). Another part of the context does not change frequently, and its value may survive different execution sessions (e.g., user profile). A context repository holds the non volatile part of the context,
Listing 1: An example of a context session profile
while the volatile part is maintained in internal data structures.

In order to get the context, the application must subscribe to a context broker. In our case, due to the clear decoupling between the application core and the adaptation system, this function constitutes an interface between the context management system and the adaptation system. The context broker carries the pertinent data to each service in the application through the adaptation system. While subscribing, the service tells the broker which part of the context is relevant to it. The broker can therefore provide a specialized context view for each service.

Pull context consumers define logical rules while subscribing to the context broker: when the expression of the rule turns to “true”, the context is pushed to the pull consumer. Push consumers retrieve the pertinent parameters of the context defined while subscribing. This view can dynamically evolve during execution, requiring some intelligence in the broker that is therefore tightly coupled with the context manager: it detects the changes of the context parameters and makes the necessary operations to refresh the context repository.

B. Adaptation of the application to the context

Context adaptation can be applied to the services of the application (services adaptation), to the exchanged data with the user (content adaptation) and to the visualization (user interface adaptation). All these adaptations can be static or dynamic. Static adaptation is obtained by providing different pre-built versions of a resource for different context situations. Dynamic adaptation is done at runtime by filtering the service input and output according to the context. An application manager holds a session object for each client, containing the service references and their dependences (defined by a service Petri net that will be described in Section V-A). It is responsible for adapting the application by calling and properly linking the adaptation services. After the execution of the services adaptation process, the content adaptation module ensures the adaptation of the output data to the context situation. Finally, the user interface (UI) adaptation module generates the suitable presentation to the user, based on the available interface widgets, depending on the context and on the adapted content.

V. ADAPTATION STRATEGY TO THE CONTEXT

A. Preparing the application for adaptation

The adaptation of the application must be established independently from the design and even from the implementation of the application. In fact, we want to add context-awareness after designing all the basic, non-adapted services that the application offers to the users.

We model a service with a function $R = f(X)$ getting input $X$ and computing some output $R$, where $X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m)$ and $R = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n)$ are vectors of typed values. Each output component $c_i$ of $R$ (that in the following we shall denote $R[i]$) is a class that has a name and a type ($R[i].\text{name}$ and $R[i].\text{type}$, respectively). To each component $c_i$ we associate a vector $r_i = (r_{i_a}, r_{i_b}, \ldots)$ where $r_{i_a}, r_{i_b}, \ldots$ are the possible values for the component $c_i$ (i.e., instances of $R[i]$). This generic representation offers a standard exchange format between functions, which facilitates the composition and the adaptation of services. The software entities have functional dependences between them, since the input of a service may depend on the output of other services.

We use the notation $(f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n) \rightarrow f$ to model the dependence “$f$ depends on $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n$.” This dependence can be illustrated by a Petri net representation where the places are the services and the transitions are the conditions that allow the application to invoke the next service. The main condition is the correct execution of the previous services. In the case depicted in Figure 5, the transition cannot be fired, therefore the service $f$ cannot be offered to the user, before completing the services $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n$.

We define the functional model of the application by a non-autonomous Petri net [10] that describes the dependences between the services offered to the user of the application. Formally, a functional model of an application is a tuple $M = (F, T)$ satisfying the following requirements:

1) $F$ is a finite set of service functions $\{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\}$
2) $T$ is a finite set of transitions $\{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m\}$
3) each $t_i$ is a tuple $(d, gc, A)$, where $d$ is the maximum delay for passing the transition, $gc$ is the general condition of the transition, and $A$ is a finite set of associations $\{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_l\}$ between the services. Each association $a_i$ is a finite set of pairs ($sourceParameter$, $destinationParameter$) linking the outputs of the source service to the inputs of the destination service; $sourceParameter$ can be a complex expression involving some basic operators (like number arithmetic, string concatenation, boolean evaluation, etc.) on the elementary output parameters of the source service.

Each transition of the Petri net is fired when the execution of all its entry services is completed successfully and the logical conditions on the output parameters are satisfied (e.g., “userID is not null”). An extra general logical condition that involves external events can be defined for each transition. By default, when the exit services of the transition are not context-aware, the value of the general condition is the “true” constant.

The root place of the net is the initial service offered to the user (e.g., user authentication). Each transition is time-controlled by a predefined expiration delay to avoid execution time deadlocks at the client side. The service can generate an error when it is not suitably invoked (e.g., due to a bad input vector). This type of error is controlled by logical expressions specifying conditions on the output of the services.

At any time in the execution, the user can go back to the previous place/service through an implicit transition which is
fired when the user makes an explicit action on the client application, such as a click on a ‘back’ button, or when the maximum delay of the transition is expired.

The deployment of the functional model is ensured by an XML descriptor which is a tagged representation of the application functional model. We have developed an extension of the Petri net markup language (PNML) [6] to describe services and their dependences.

Figure 6 shows an example of a medical application, while Listing 2 presents a part of the corresponding XML description.

The Petri net representation constitutes a formal way of modeling service dependences and interoperability that guarantees their correct composition and adaptation. There are many other techniques for composing services in different contexts; generally, they focus on how to compose the same services in different application domains. Our focus, however, is not on the composition of application services, because they have already been designed to work together for the same application; rather, our main goal is to provide the most relevant and practical technique that facilitates the application adaptation to new context situations without redeveloping its services.

After the deployment of the descriptor, we apply our adaptation strategies to the services, the data and the presentation of the application. These strategies are detailed in the following of this section.

B. Services adaptation

The service adaptation consists in transforming the Petri net of the services dependences into another adapted non-autonomous Petri net where the transitions can be controlled by external events coming from context providers. To guarantee this adaptation we add an adaptation layer on top of the application core. The adapted services can have many versions or instantiations, according to different context situations. These versions can be added statically or dynamically to the basic instantiations, according to different context situations. These strategies are detailed in the following of this section.

Listing 2: A fragment of the XML description of the medical application of Figure 6

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<application>
<!-- A place is described by its service id, url and methods (with parameters) -->
<!-- place id="Authentication" -->
<!-- url=http://secasserver.insa-lyon.fr/xmlrpc -->
<!-- method id="sicom.identification" -->
<!-- description=checks login and password of a Sicom user; returns userID and userName -->
<input name="sicom.login" type="secas:string"/>
<input name="sicom.password" type="secas:string"/>
<output name="sicom.userID" type="secas:int"/>
<output name="sicom.userName" type="secas:string"/>
</method>
</place>
<!-- place id="PatientList" -->
<!-- url=http://secasserver.insa-lyon.fr/xmlrpc -->
<!-- method id="sicom.listePatient" -->
<!-- description=returns the list of the dialyzed patients treated by the practionner identified by "sicom.userID" -->
<input name="sicom.userID" type="secas:int"/>
<output name="sicom.patientBirthDate" type="secas:date"/>
<output name="sicom.patientName" type="secas:string"/>
<output name="sicom.patientBirthDate" type="secas:date"/>
<output name="sicom.dialysisMode" type="secas:string"/>
<output name="sicom.recordCreationDate" type="secas:date"/>
</method>
</place>
<!-- other places ... -->
<!-- A transition specifies at least one association between a source service and a destination service. -->
<!-- For each association we list source and destination parameters, and define a maximum delay in seconds for the execution of all the source services of all the associations of the transition. A transition can have a condition for every entry service. The condition is represented by a logical expression on the output parameters of the entry service. -->
<transition delay="100">
<!-- generalCondition -->
<expression value="always true"/>
</generalCondition>
<!-- association sourceService="Authentication" destinationService="Patientlist" -->
<sourceParameter methodID="sicom.identification" inputExpression="sicom.userID" condition="sicom.userID is not null"/>
<destinationParameter methodID="sicom.listePatient" parameterName="sicom.userID"/>
</association>
</transition>
<!-- other transitions ... -->
</application>
```
to the current context situation, $X$ is the application data initially provided for the non-adapted service $f$, and $\text{code}(c)$ is the necessary view of the context $c$ for the adapter service $ad$ to perform the adaptation. The adapter service $ad$ knows the list $f_1, f_2, \ldots$, of the available versions for a given service $f$.

The selection of the service instances is not the only task of the adapter. It intercepts services calls and applies adaptation operators on them. We distinguish two types of adaptation operators: the first one specifies the operations on the service output and the operations applied on the service instances; the second one collects all the adaptation transformations on the functional model (i.e., the Petri net of service dependences).

The first type of adaptation operators (that we call Services Adaptation operators, $SAoperators$) is managed by the adapters, which hold a database of adaptation rules. The rules define the adaptation operations that the adapter has to compute on the service it adapts, and the context parameters related to it.

The second type of operators (that we call Functional-model Adaptation operators, $FAoperators$) is guaranteed by the services adaptation manager (see Figure 4). It holds a database of adaptation rules, to perform the adaptation process on the functional model of the application. It also holds a database of generic rules that all the adapters of the applications have to compute to guarantee the services adaptation. The rules are organized by priority order (i.e., the first rule in the database will be applied before the next ones) to define an adaptation plan for the application.

Each rule is modeled by a pair $\langle \text{Expression}, \text{Adaptation operators} \rangle$. $\text{Expression}$ is a logical expression defining a pertinent contextual situation for the adapter. In general, these logical expressions are formulated in terms of the context and the output of the considered service. $\text{Adaptation operators}$ define the operations that must be computed to adapt the service to the considered contextual situation. These rules are executed until $\text{Expression}$ turns false.

For example, the rule

$$\neg\text{contextProfile.terminal.accepted DataTypes.acceptImages} \land \exists f[\exists i|R[i].type = “image”] \rightarrow \text{lockService}(f)$$

defines a contextual situation in which the terminal doesn’t support images but the service provides an image output. The action that must be executed in this condition is $\text{lockService}(f)$, described in Section V-B-3, which informs the application manager that it must lock the service $f$ that provides the image because the terminal can’t display it.

We use XML to model and store the rules. Listing 3 shows the XML representation of the rule shown above.

1) Operators on the service output:
- $\text{projectOutput}$: this operator is applied to the output vector $R$ of the service and projects it on a subset of its components. For example, if $c_1, \ldots, c_n$ are the names of the components of service $R$, and $r_1, \ldots, r_n$ are the component values, the projection of $R$ on $(c_2, \ldots, c_n)$ is the vector $(r_2, \ldots, r_n)$. In this example, the elementary output information $r_1$ of the service is not returned to the user. It is denoted $\text{projectOutput}(R, c_2, \ldots, c_n)$. It is useful when we need to hide some output values, or to prepare an entry data set for another service that uses only a part of the output of the previous service. 
- $\text{selectOutput}$: this operator is applied to the output $R$ of a service to remove some instances of the output data which are not relevant in the current context, identified through some intensional specification (e.g., like in a WHERE clause in SQL). For example, $\text{selectOutput}(R, c_3 \gt “17”) “17” means that we select all the instances where the value of the third component of the service output is greater than 17.
- $\text{joinOutput}$: this operator joins the output of a service with extra components, selected from the output of the same or another service. The resulting output vector is extended to include the joined components, e.g., $\text{joinOutput}(R, c_1^1, \ldots, c_m^1)$ extends the output $R(R, r_1, \ldots, r_n)$ with the components $r_1^1, \ldots, r_m^1$. For example, a set of services could provide many different series of data which are normally used one at a time. Joining them into a unique vector allows the application to present them in a comparative style.
- $\text{addOutput}$: this operator adds new instances to the output of a service due to a change in the context situation. It is generally used to merge the results of several invocations of the same service with different parameters. For example, if we consider a service that returns the list of the restaurants by area and the user is at the border between two areas, the adaptation of this service to this situation is guaranteed by the union of the two results: $\text{addOutput}(\text{selectOutput}(R, \text{area} = “area1”), \text{selectOutput}(R, \text{area} = “area2”)).$

2) Operators on the services instances:
- $\text{selectVersion}$: this operator is used to select a specific version of a service among the available versions, according to the context situation.
- $\text{addVersion}$: this operator is used to add a new version of a service to adapt its behavior to a new context situation.
- $\text{removeVersion}$: this operator is used to administrate the management of the associated versions to an adapted service.

Listing 3: The SECAS XML representation of an adaptation rule
3) Operators on the application’s functional model:

- **lockService**: this operator locks a transition in the functional model of the application by setting the general condition of the transition to the “false” constant. The services that depend on the locked transition become inaccessible. Using this operator we obtain a sub-net of the original functional model.

- **lockService**: this operator unlocks a transition in the functional model of the application by setting the general condition of the transition to the constant “true”. This operator can be called when the context changes to a new situation where a locked service should be offered again to the user.

- **addService**: this operator inserts a new service into the functional model as a leaf of the Petri net, so helping in creating a context-aware application incrementally. All the dependences between the newly added service and the existing services must be specified to guarantee the application consistency.

- **insertService**: this operator replaces a non-adapted service \( f_i \) of the functional model of the application by an adapted service \( f_j \) that uses \( f_i \). This operator uses the original service and adapts its behavior to the context (e.g., it splits the output of a service in chunks to avoid memory overload in terminals of limited capabilities). The adapter associated to the initial service \( f_i \) must have the same dependences as the service \( f_i \) and must provide the same output structure \( R \) to the services that initially depend on \( f_i \). This condition is necessary to maintain the application consistency.

To implement the service adaptation we use lightweight web services that exchange a generic data structure in an XML-RPC format. We have made this technical choice after noticing a considerable slowness in exchanging SOAP messages especially at the client side. To deploy the adapters and link them to the context broker, we use the OSCAR OSGI container [18]. The main bundle in this container is the application manager which is an XML-RPC server. It provides a generic service to deploy the XML descriptor of an application (as in Listing 2), instantiates and deploys an adapter for each service of the application. Each adapter is a new XML-RPC web service in the OSGI container. The application manager provides another service to deploy the adaptation rules for each application in an XML format. The application manager links between the instantiated adapters and the context broker concerning the given rules. Then, it applies the adaptation operations to the functional model of the application (FA operators). The services adaptation process is completed by applying the adaptation operations to the adapters (SA operators). Figure 8 presents the general architecture of the services adaptation layer.

C. Content adaptation

Content adaptation follows the services adaptation, and consists in modifying some properties of the data delivered to the user. Such an adaptation has been studied at depth; we recall here a non exhaustive list of transformations which can be well supported by web services of general applicability.

**Format and type adaptation.** This transformation consists in changing the data format to suite device capabilities and user profile, e.g., by reducing the size and the color depth of an image, or by synthesizing speech from a text for a sight impaired user.

**Language translation.** User preferences may express strict requirements about the language; therefore texts could require to be translated into other languages. Translation services exist, that can produce good results for selected domains, and can be reused in many applications.

**Data compression.** Besides raw data compression (e.g., zip), used for reducing the size for permanent storage and transmission of generic data types, and multimedia compression (e.g., jpeg), which is generally processed on the user terminal, semantic compression can be used on textual data to compute a summary of a document.

**Data decomposition and aggregation.** Data decomposition consists in extracting some part of a medium or of a set of data. The user could ask for a selection or an aggregation of different media objects: e.g., a tourist could ask for a part of a map (decomposition) with a list of the restaurants nearby (an aggregation of two media objects). The decomposition and the aggregation transformations can also be temporal; e.g., the user could be interested only in a few short sequences from a large video file. The service can present them separately or together, after their aggregation. While the decomposition can be highly independent from the data semantics, aggregations like the one described in the first example are very dependent on the data meaning and on their relations, and could require proper cross-links to be defined at application level.

Figure 9 shows the general architecture of the content adaptation module. Content adaptation is implemented by modeling each transformation with a logical expression transformation\((URI, SecasInType, SecasOutType)\) where \(URI\) is the general resource identifier pointing to the adaptation web service that computes the adaptation transformation. \(SecasInType\) and \(SecasOutType\) are customized content types defined by the metadata of the content (type, format, language, compression rate, etc.). These types are stored in the **SECAS metadata directory**. The content adaptation manager stores all the content adaptation web services in a transformations database (Figure 9). These transformations may be chained in a nested style, as defined in [5]. This leads us to look for a list of transformations

Fig. 8. General architecture of the services adaptation layer
that compute the necessary adaptation operations to have a final content supported by the terminal. An adaptation engine uses the session accepted types database to perform this process. This database is extracted from the Accepted DataTypes section in the context profile. For each elementary output of each service, the adaptation engine iterates the transformations searching process until finding a type supported by the terminal. If this process fails, i.e., if no suitable transformation list allows us to compute an adapted output, the content is replaced by a substitution resource, if provided, or by an error message.

D. Presentation adaptation

To guarantee the adaptation of the presentation of a software entity, we automatically generate its user interface according to the characteristics of the terminal and to the input/output parameters of its services (Figure 10). For each service, we generate an input window and an output window for the interaction with the software entity. Each window is a collection of elementary user interface components.

The presentation adaptation process follows the identification of the necessary content adaptation transformations. Our user interface generation process is based on the types of the data delivered to the user. In a first step, SECAS maps between the delivered data types and the SECAS abstract user interface components (SecasTextComponent, SecasImageComponent, SecasTextBox, SecasCheckComponent, SecasNumericComponent, SecasBooleanComponent, SecasVideoComponent, SecasAudioComponent, etc.). This defines a generic logical model of the window. This model is independent from the target device. It only depends on the data types returned to the user and on his/her preferences.

The second step consists in selecting the concrete visual components and their layout on the screen to provide the final physical model of the window. This selection is based on a specific user interface vocabulary which describes the available user interface components on the target device, their behavior (instantiation and methods) and their layout on the target screen. The vocabularies are referenced by the terminal profile stored in the “context repository” (API section in Listing 1).

The last step of the presentation adaptation consists in providing navigation facilities between the software entities. The navigation commands are defined by the transitions between them in the application’s functional model. The interaction with application services is ensured by a service invoker.

To implement the presentation adaptation we have developed a generic XML user interface vocabulary that can describe any object oriented API. To describe a new software platform on a terminal, we start by describing the logical structure of the user interface entities (components and containers). After that, we describe their behavior (i.e., how to instantiate these entities and interact with them). Finally, we describe how we layout the existing components on the containers. These vocabularies can be given by the API developers or can be extracted automatically from the existing APIs using reverse engineering techniques. Many existing tools can help the automatic extraction of these vocabularies like javadoc and jad (java decompiler) for Java APIs.

We have also designed and implemented a user interface generator that automatically provides adaptive multi-terminal user interfaces [8]. This platform facilitates the interaction with web services by generating Java user interfaces for different kinds of terminals. The generated code is automatically adapted to the user preferences and the terminal used (see Figure 11 and Figure 14).

There are other approaches to automatic generation of user interfaces that use XML-based languages (like UIML [1]) to describe the target windows and screens. These languages are complete but very complex and heavy to use. In many cases, describing the user interface is harder then coding it. Reference [8] has a detailed related work section on these approaches.

VI. A CASE STUDY

In the scope of the SICOM project of the Rhône-Alpes region in France, we have analyzed the software needs of home healthcare of dialyzed patients. In this project, we have collaborated with the Edouard Herriot hospital, Baxter France Enterprise and the France Telecom R&D group. The software offers a set of services to the healthcare practitioners, such as a dialysis record including the prescribed treatment and the description of each dialyze action, a list of medical images for visualizing the catheter state when needed, a graphical representation of the evolution of some parameters (temperature, weight, filtration volume, etc). We have also developed services to social assistants, nurses, and other participants for accessing the prescribed treatments, managing the supplies, etc.
Figure 11 illustrates an application for consulting a dialysis patient record. It is composed of three software entities: the first one offers a service returning general information about the dialysis record of a patient and his/her prescribed treatment; the second one offers a service that returns a trace of the patient’s temperature; the third entity displays a list of images from the same record. A menu bar ensures the navigation among the software entities.

Figure 12 presents the initial functional model of this medical application, as used by a practitioner on a standard PC. Figure 13 presents the adapted functional model of the same application when the context situation has changed on the terminal dimension: in this new context situation the practitioner uses a smartphone.

Figure 14 shows the adapted application as it appears to the user. The menu bar is replaced by a first window (W₀) displaying the list of the available windows. The first software entity is automatically adapted to the window (W₁) where data is displayed vertically, while data is displayed horizontally for the standard PC. In this case, the same service is used (i.e., there is no service adaptation, only presentation adaptation). The application manager decomposes the service displayTemperatures() of the second entity into two services by applying the adaptation rule 1 of Figure 15.

In this rule, the service firstValues() is defined as returning the projection of the result R (the output vector of a service) on its first column. The second service, selectedInstance() returns the selection in R of the lines whose first component c₁ corresponds to the selection of the user among the results of the service firstValues(). The insertService operator replaces the call to the original service by calls to the adapted service. The adapted service itself calls the original service.

The third entity providing access to a list of images is also firstly adapted by applying rule 1. At a second stage, rule 2 of Figure 15 is applied. As a final result, we obtain three software entities in the new context situation: the first, firstValues(), resulting from applying rule 1, gives the list of the returned images by the initial non adapted service. The second, displayImage(), resulting from applying rule 2, presents the selected image. The third service, displayNoImage(), also resulting from applying rule 2, gives the textual description of the selected image. These three adapted services are inserted
in the functional model, and the calls to the original service are redirected to the new services. Finally, the image is adapted to the size and to the color depth of the used terminal, as shown in window \(W_b\) (content adaptation).

If the terminal doesn’t support images, the selection of an image directly leads the user to its textual description (window \(W_c\)) and the \(displayImage()\) service is locked by the generic rule 3 of Figure 15.

**VII. IMPLEMENTING THE SECAS ARCHITECTURE**

To comprehensively recall our adaptation strategy, we describe in this section a generic scenario for adapting an existing application to new contexts using SECAS; the scenario is based on ten steps:

a. A SECAS administrator uses the application manager to deploy the functional model descriptor of the considered application.

b. SECAS prepares the adaptation layer by instantiating an adapter for each service of the considered application.

c. SECAS asks the designer to provide the necessary adaptation rules for services adaptation.

d. The application manager uses adaptation rules to link between the adapters and the context broker to make the context parameters accessible to them.

e. The application manager computes the service adaptation operations according to the given adaptation rules and the default context profile.

f. The application manager notifies the content adaptation manager to searching the necessary content transformations for each output of each adapter.

g. The application manager notifies the presentation adaptation process to launch the generation of the input and output windows for each adapter.

h. The generated user interface is sent to the user when connecting to the application.

i. The identified content adaptation transformations are computed when the user interacts with the application new services, i.e., the adapters.

j. Each time a push context parameter is modified (by the connection of a new user or a new device for example), the scenario is restarted from Step e.

Figure 16 presents an activity diagram of a generic scenario of using the SECAS platform. The administrator of the platform provides two simple configuration files only (the functional model and the adaptation rules of the application) and all the adaptation process is done automatically by SECAS.

To refine the adaptation process, the designer of the application can add an adaptation rule to the application manager or to a specific adapter rules database at any moment during the life cycle of the application. The designer has also to provide a priority order for every rule entered in the databases to avoid conflicts between them.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{(\text{context.terminal.hardwarePlatform, memory} < 3\text{Mb}) \land (\text{card}(R) > 1) \rightarrow \\
\text{firstValues} = \text{projectoutput}(R[i]) \land \text{insertService}(f, \text{firstValues}) \land \\
\text{selectedInstance} = \text{selectOutput}(R[i] = \text{selected(firstValues)}) \land \text{insertService}(f, \text{selectedInstance})\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{(\text{context.terminal.softwarePlatform, acceptedDataTypes, acceptImages}) \land \\
(\text{context.terminal.type} = "\text{cldc}") \land (\text{card}(R) > 1) \land (\exists i[R(i).type = "\text{image}"] \rightarrow \\
\text{displayNoImage} = \text{projectOutput}(R, \neg R[i])) \land (\text{displayImage} = \text{projectOutput}(R, R[i])) \land \\
\text{insertService}(f, \text{displayNoImage}) \land \text{insertService}(f, \text{displayImage})\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\neg (\text{context.terminal.acceptedDataTypes, acceptImages}) \land (\exists i[R[i].type = "\text{image}"] \rightarrow \text{lockService}(f)\}\}
\end{align*}
\]
The content adaptation process follows the services adaptation. The content adaptation manager verifies that all the outputs of each service are supported by the terminal and fits user preferences. If not, the manager notifies the adaptation engine to look for the necessary content adaptation operations in the transformations database (see Figure 9). Then, it creates a content adaptation path for every non adapted output. The transformations list is executed when the user invokes the corresponding service. A caching repository stores the results of the adaptation for each path to minimize response delays for further use of the same content. Figure 18 presents the sequence diagram of the content adaptation process corresponding to step f.

Presentation adaptation (step g) follows the content adaptation. The SECAS presentation adaptation manager generates an input window and an output window for the interaction with each adapter. It starts by matching the final output types of the adapters and the SECAS abstract components. Then it identifies the concrete visual components and their layout using the user interface vocabulary corresponding to the default context profile (default terminal and user preferences). While identifying the necessary SECAS abstract components, the presentation adaptation manager adds the navigation tools to reach the other services of the application according to the services dependences defined in the adapted functional model of the application. Figure 19 presents the sequence diagram corresponding to the presentation adaptation process.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have presented the SECAS platform that ensures the deployment of adaptive context-aware applications. We have proposed a new definition of the context which separates the application data from the parameters of the context. This definition helped us to establish a complete study on how to adapt applications on their three dimensions (services, content and presentation) to the context. We have analyzed a case study in the medical field, and have developed a static adapted application to validate our adaptation strategy.

A Petri net representation describes the services of the application and their dependences. This representation, coupled with Java XML-RPC lightweight web services, helped us to establish our adaptation strategy and to have shorter response times than other techniques that are based on SOAP messages exchange.

We have made a thorough technical design of the SECAS architecture. We have developed the presentation adaptation module and a simple prototype of the content adaptation module [8]. We are now completing the development of the services adaptation module on the OSCAR OSGI container using XML-RPC web services because they offer an easy, flexible and lightweight means for deploying and integrating the adaptation to the context in many levels of the application. Compared to other approaches in context awareness (Table 2), the SECAS platform supports device heterogeneity, context management, adaptation and rapid development of context-aware applications.

Finally, to minimize the development efforts to adapt legacy applications, we intend to automate the construction of their functional models. In fact, a high level monitor (for high level protocols) could identify the elementary services of the existing application by monitoring the exchange of messages between the server and the client. The monitor could detect three types of services: an input service, if it detects a message from the client to the server not followed by a response; an exchange service, if it detects a message from the client to the server followed by a response from the server; a push service, if it detects a message from the server without an explicit request from the client.
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